
Astonishingly comfortable shoes 
that quite simply look amazing.

Who wouldn’t want that? But like most women 

I know I had a wardrobe full of shoes I loved 

that didn’t love me back. 

After 20 years creating footwear ranges for 

international brands I became increasingly 

frustrated with the idea that comfort and style 

couldn’t co-exist. So armed with my years of 

experience I took a leap of faith and created 

Air & Grace - comfort without compromise.
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ST YLE WITH N O COM PROM IS E

CRU:
VINTAGE WHITE

£159

- Founder, Air & Grace



CREATED  
BY  
WOMEN  
FOR  
WOMEN
Seven years on and we’re now a 

small but mighty team of specialists 

working together in our London 

studio. Inspired by real women and 

real life we put our heart and sole 

into every shoe we create. 
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FR EE DELIVERY ON OR DERS OVER £95

CRU SIGNATURE:  
OFF WHITE,  
SILVER & GOLD  
 
£169

The ultimate every day trainer. Cru is guaranteed 
to work hard in your wardrobe. Wear them 

with your favourite jeans, a dress or even your 
loungewear. They just go with everything.CRU SIGNATURE:  

OFF WHITE  
ICE & NAVY  
TRAINERS  
 
£169

“YOU can’t imagine 
how comfortable 

these trainers could 
be until you try 
them. I love the 
style and all the 

details...”
- Lisa, Customer
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TH E S IG NATU R E COLLEC TION

OUR SIGNATURE LOOK

With our hand applied “A” logo detail in metallics, 
suedes, neons or subtle perforation. There’s something 

for everyone in The Signature Collection.

CRU SIGNATURE:  

OFF WHITE SILVER & GOLD

£169

CRU SIGNATURE: OFF  

WHITE PINK & ROSE GOLD

£169

CRU SIGNATURE:  

OFF WHITE

£169

CRU SIGNATURE:  

OFF WHITE KHAKI & PINK

£169

CRU SIGNATURE: OFF WHITE 

NEON CORAL & KHAKI

£169

CRU SIGNATURE:  

OFF WHITE ICE & NAVY

£169

TH E S IG NATU R E COLLEC TION



ST YLE WITH N O COM PROM IS E
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ROXY SIGNATURE: 
WHITE & SILVER 
GLITTER 

£169

Every pair of Air & Grace is put through its paces before we give the seal 
of approval. It’s a process that takes many rounds of sampling and wearer 

trials to ensure our shoes are the most comfortable they can be. On average 
it takes a full year from start to finish.

We’re passionate about responsible manufacturing. Our materials 
are sourced from accredited suppliers who operate to the highest 

environmentally friendly standards and making our shoes in Europe means 
fewer miles to travel. 

Visit the website to find out more:

https://airandgracelondon.com/pages/sustainability

WE’VE DONE  
THE LEGWORK  
ON COMFORT



THE WHITE EDIT

WH ITE TR AI N ERS
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CRU:

VINTAGE WHITE 

£159
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VINTAGE WHITE

CRU SIGNATURE:

OFF WHITE

£169

OFF WHITE
A warmer tone of white and our 
most popular. This beautiful natural 
grain, textured leather has an 
incredibly soft feel.

CRU SIGNATURE:

WHITE 

£159

PURE WHITE
The classic wardrobe essential. 
Crafted from smooth leather for 
perfect minimalist styling.

Like a pair of ripped jeans our vintage 
styles are hand distressed for a luxe 
laid back look.

CRU SIGNATURE: 
OFF WHITE

£169



FR EE DELIVERY ON OR DERS OVER £95
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- Lynn, Customer

“JUST absolutely love them 
from the moment I put them 
on! Look good, feel good and
so comfortable.”

CRU SIGNATURE:
NAVY SHIMMER 

£169
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S EE ALL ST YLES ON LI N E

- Amy, Customer

“THE LITTLE pops of colour from 
the eyelets and the splash of 
rainbow on the heel make them a 
really versatile option if you have 
a colourful wardrobe.”

Spark joy with our Rainbow Collection. Keep 
it subtle with rainbow eyelets, or go full 

technicolour with our stunning metallic options.

ROXY SIGNATURE:
WHITE & RAINBOW

£169

CRU:
RAINBOW 
METALLIC

£179



ROXY SIGNATURE:

WHITE & SILVER GLITTER

£169

CRU SIGNATURE: 

WHITE

£159

SHOES TO LOVE,  
NOT LANDFILL

For us buying fewer, choosing better and being the shoes you love to 
wear is what matters. We design our shoes to transcend seasons and our 

Permanent Collection styles are never discounted.

Unique to Air & Grace, our patented Tender Loving Air® comfort sole combines layers of high 
performance foam cushioning to give you that “astonishingly comfortable” feeling underfoot.

TH E PER MAN ENT COLLEC TION
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CRU: 

BLACK STAR

£179

ROXY SIGNATURE:

WHITE, BLUE & NAVY

£169

TENDER LOVING AIR ®

1

2

3

4

5

6 7

Breathable leather topsock 

Memory foam layer moulds to the shape of 
your foot

Rebound foam bounces back for all day 
comfort 

Uplifting hidden wedge 

Premium natural grain leather upper

Eco insole board made from recycled 
materials 

Flexible rubber sole 

1

2

3

4

5

6
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PAULA & ABBY
MOTHER & DAUGHTER

PERFECT PAIRS  

ST YLE WITH N O COM PROM IS E

PAULA’S 

PERFECT PAIR:  

CRU SIGNATURE: 

OFF WHITE, 

SILVER & GOLD 

£169

ABBY’S PERFECT 

PAIR: ROXY 

SIGNATURE: WHITE 

& SILVER GLITTER 

£169
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What makes the perfect pair? The Air & Grace 
team share a little about their sole mates...

Abby - Brand Marketing Manager, Air & Grace

“I LOVE the extra 
height that Roxy 

gives me, plus they’re 
so comfy... It’s like 

walking on a cloud!”

Paula - Head of FX Trading Liquidity at 
Bloomberg, and Mum to Abby

“THESE trainers are 
the perfect neutral,
I live in them. Ideal 
for running around 
the city!”



“IT’S THE leather that makes 

these boots so special, they 

felt like a glove from day one. 

I love the zip on the inside 

- no messing around with 

shoelaces when I’m running 

out the door. ”

ELLA & CLAIRE
DESIGN TEAM

ST YLE WITH N O COM PROM IS E

ELLA’S PERFECT 

PAIR: TROUPE: 

BLACK LEATHER

 

£249

CLAIRE’S PERFECT 

PAIR: WANDA: 

BLACK LEATHER

£249

Ella - Junior Designer, Air & Grace

Claire - Founder, Air & Grace

a i randgrace london .com

“TROUPE are my wardrobe 

stable. So easy to pair with 

a dress or jeans, I can wear 

them all day in the office 

and out and about on the 

weekends”

22

PERFECT PAIRS  



MICHELLE &  
SIOBHAN

FRIENDS

PERFECT PAIRS  

ST YLE WITH N O COM PROM IS E

SIOBHAN’S PERFECT PAIR: 

CRU SIGNATURE: OFF 

WHITE, KHAKI & PINK

  

£169

MICHELLE’S PERFECT PAIR:  

CAMINO KHAKI SUEDE

  

£199
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“CAMINO are my go-to 
for colder months. The 
gorgeous shearling lining 
keeps my feet cosy while 
I’m watching the kids 
play football!”

“I’M OBSESSED with the 
gum sole on my Cru. It’s 
so nice to have a trainer 
with a darker sole, they 
definitely work hard in 

my wardrobe”
Siobhan - Model, and friend of Air & Grace

Michelle - Customer Service Manager, Air & Grace
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ST YLE WITH N O COM PROM IS E

Perfect for pounding the pavement, all of our 
boots have two layers of memory & recovery 

foams hidden inside, for all day comfort.

“THEY FIT like  
a dream.
Excellent
quality and
comfortable.”
- Sarah, Customer

JESSA:  
BLACK LEATHER   

 
£249

DEMI:  
BLACK LEATHER   

 
£299
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STYLE TO BOOT

S EE ALL ST YLES ON LIN E

JESSA:

BLACK LEATHER 

 

£249

CATRIA:

BLACK LEATHER  

£229

HIDDEN in the soles 
of our boots, you’ll 

f ind cloud soft comfort 
technology, for that 

trainer feel.
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TROUPE:

BLACK LEATHER

£249

TROUPE:
BLACK LEATHER

£249
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B R AN D N E W ST YLES B R AN D N E W ST YLES

RAPTOR:
BLACK STRETCH LYCRA

£179

DEMI:
KHAKI SUEDE

£299
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NEW ARRIVALS
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FR EE DELIVERY ON OR DERS OVER £95

CAMINO:  
TAN SUEDE 

 
£199

Keep cosy this winter... Meet Camino.
Made from tan suede with a luxurious shearling 

lining. They’re also available Black & Khaki.

- Clara, Customer

“SUCH gorgeous 
boots and so 
comfy. I love 
them and barely 
want to take 
them off!”



HARPER:  
PINK LEATHER 

 
£149
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S EE ALL ST YLES ON LI N E

HARPER:  IVORY 
LEATHER 

 
£149

“LOOK and 
feel great; 

perfect f it. 
Soft leather. 

They upscale 
any outf it, 

would 
recommend.” 

Our Harper loafers are crafted in the softest of leathers 
& velvets. With layers of our comfort cushioning hidden 

inside, we’re told it’s like wearing slippers...

- Air & Grace Customer
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“WHEN the ballet 

shoes come off,
comfort is key”

For every pair sold, Air & 

Grace is delighted to donate 

£20 to the Royal Opera House 

Covent Garden Foundation 

(registered charity number 

211775), helping to open up the 

world of opera and ballet to 

many more people every year.

A limited edition collaboration with

Marianela Nuñez

The Royal Ballet’s Principal Ballerina

Hidden in all styles you’ll find patented Tender Loving 

Air® technology, the all important cloud soft feel that 

made Air & Grace the perfect partner to create her 

first ever footwear range.

See the full range at:

airandgracelondon.com/collections/nela-x-air-grace



FR EE DELIVERY ON OR DERS OVER £95
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- Anne, Customer

“THIS is my 2nd pair of trainers from 
Air & Grace and they are amazing.
I have never owned such comfortable 
and still stylish trainers. Worth the 
investment trust me!”

CRU SIGNATURE: 
BLACK STAR  
 
£179
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AS SEEN ON

@dresslikeamum

@hugoandursula

@misslauracoleman

@lisafaulkner

@emmapaton

@stylonnylon

@thefashionablepan

We love to see how you style your Air & Grace, make sure you tag us so we can see!

@airandgrace #airandgrace #shoelove

SHARE THE SHOE LOVE
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